NASCAR LOCAL SALES PRESENTATION

This presentation is a template for your sales team to
help them educate your prospective buyers on the
highly targeted and loyal NASCAR fan and radio
listener. Please feel free to edit and customize this
presentation to suit your needs, we simply ask that
you credit sources appropriately.
If you have any questions please contact Bob Quick,
Manager, Radio Partnerships – Sales at
(704) 262-6713.

NASCAR 101


is an independent sanctioning body governing three national
touring series, regional series, and countless local racing events.

 Founded in 1947 by Bill France Sr. to bring order to stock car racing. 2019 marks
the 50th Daytona 500 broadcast on Motor Racing Network.

 There are 36 races on 23 different tracks starting in February with the Daytona
500 and ending in November with the Ford Championship Weekend.
 Each race fields 40 cars, with multiple sponsors on each.
 Stages were introduced to allow for more competitive moments during each
event. Restarts and grouped cars provide the action fans crave.
 The last 10 races of the year are the playoffs in all three national series.
 The playoffs are a “knock out” format, much like March Madness in College
Basketball…win and you move on.
 Drivers are knocked out after every three races, leaving just four with the
chance to win the championship in the final race of the year.
 2018 saw Joey Logano winning his first championship.
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65 Million NASCAR fans in the US
NASCAR has the highest percentage of female fans of all
the professional sports, 38%
#2 sport in television audience, 12.5 million fans say they
watch the Daytona 500 every year
Over $2 Billion in licensed product sales annually
Leading type of purchased NASCAR merchandise:
Woman’s apparel
NASCAR fans are twice as likely to serve in the military
65% of NASCAR fans earn over $40,000 annually
Average household income is $70,000
2 out of 3 NASCAR fans own their own home
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MEET MRN FAN “MIKE”
Mike is 46 and has been married to Becky for 18 years. They
met in college and settled in Hilliard, Ohio.

He is an electrician and Becky is a dental hygienist, their
household income is $75,000 per year. Their home is valued
at almost $250,000.
Going to country and classic rock concert festivals, camping,
golfing, and fishing are activities his family enjoys. When not
enjoying the outdoors, Mike watches Sports Center to keep
up on college football, the NFL and MLB, the Weather
Channel, and his local news. He also enjoys adventure reality
shows and documentaries on History, the Discovery Channel,
and A&E, and watches Food TV shows for great tailgating
ideas.
Mike attends at least one race a year…sometimes with his friends and sometimes with family. He listens to
MRN races weekly for an average of one hour and sixteen minutes because he prefers the radio coverage over
TV.
It’s common to see Mike in his 2017 Ford F-150 running errands with the family’s two adopted dogs Bella and
Max.
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SPONSOR AFFINITY
 40% of NASCAR fans can correctly identify NASCAR sponsors
 76% of NASCAR fans are likely to consider a brand that is an Official Sponsor of
NASCAR
 7 out of 10 NASCAR fans say they are loyal to a NASCAR sponsor’s brand, that’s
nearly 20% higher than a typical sports fan
 40% of NASCAR fans will switch brands to buy NASCAR linked products
 8 out of 10 people that purchase NASCAR branded merchandise from local retailers
ask if the retailer will stock more merchandise to be purchased
 NASCAR fans are 3 times as likely to purchase a sponsor’s product or service than
the general sports fan
 72% of NASCAR fans say they purchase specific products because they are loyal to
a specific driver sponsored by the product
 36% of fans can name the sponsors of the Top 30 cars in any given year
 51% of fans feel that buying a NASCAR sponsor’s products allows them to
contribute to their sport

Source: American Marketing Assoc. “The Fast Track to Loyalty” June 2014
“REPUCOM to Closely Monitor Sponsorship Performance” REPUCOM.net March 2015
Fool.com article “Why NASCAR is the Most Important Sport in America” Feb. 28, 2014
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Aren’t NASCAR fans just a bunch of Rednecks?
NASCAR fans purchase over $2 billion in branded merchandise a year, they are 80%
more likely to own an ATV, and are 36% more like to buy a new car in the next 12 months.
They are 12% more likely than the general population to earn more than $40k annually.
That’s purchasing power!
Isn’t NASCAR a Southern sport?

NASCAR has a national footprint. It’s fan base mirrors the population of the US where the
largest percentage of population lives in the South (37%). It stands to reason that the
largest percentage of NASCAR fans would reside there also (41%). 58% of NASCAR fans
live outside the Southeast.
Don’t NASCAR fans watch the races on TV?
2019 will have 16 Cup races broadcast on your local FOX or NBC affiliate. Over half the
races are on satellite and cable only networks FS1 & NBCSN that fans may or may not
receive in their home. 39 races spread over 4 networks, it’s confusing week to week, even
for a die-hard fan. But the races are in the same place every week on my station.
Source: American Marketing Assoc. “The Fast Track to Loyalty” June 2014, 2017 thedrivetoconnect.com/nascar-fan-dempgraphics/
“REPUCOM to Closely Monitor Sponsorship Performance” REPUCOM.net March 2015
Fool.com article “Why NASCAR is the Most Important Sport in America” Feb. 28, 2014
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Where’s the value in a NASCAR fan for my business?
Five of Forbes Top 10 Most Valuable Brands use NASCAR to market their products. One
in Four Fortune 500 companies in America also use NASCAR. 130 Fortune 500
companies are involved in the sport making it the #1 sport in marketing participation.
These companies spend millions on marketing to NASCAR fans.
Why would anyone listen to NASCAR on the radio?
NASCAR fans bring their sport with them. The season is long. The races are long. Not
many people have the time to set aside 4+ hours every week in front of the television.
31% of all NASCAR fans claim they follow their sport on the radio.

Aren’t all NASCAR fans men?
Many NASCAR fans are men (62%), but NASCAR has the highest percentage of fans who
are women, more than any other sport (38%).
Source: American Marketing Assoc. “The Fast Track to Loyalty” June 2014
“REPUCOM to Closely Monitor Sponsorship Performance” REPUCOM.net March 2015
Fool.com article “Why NASCAR is the Most Important Sport in America” Feb. 28, 2014
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Aren’t NASCAR fans too old for my business?
37% of all NASCAR fans are aged 35-54, the highest earning potential years of a person’s
life. Baby Boomers are turning 60, working longer and are more active than past
generations. Their spending patterns have followed that activity.
Don’t people listen to radio during the week? NASCAR races are on the weekends.
NASCAR fans bring their sport with them. 31% of all NASCAR fans claim they follow their
sport on the radio. Nielsen recently released radio listening data that shows weekend
listening in most demos mirrors listenership in afternoon drive .

Why should I advertise on your NASCAR broadcasts when none of my competitors are?
If the demos of NASCAR match up and the idea aligns with your marketing plan, why
wouldn’t you want a conduit to this loyal and sponsor friendly audience.
Source: American Marketing Assoc. “The Fast Track to Loyalty” June 2014
“REPUCOM to Closely Monitor Sponsorship Performance” REPUCOM.net March 2015
Fool.com article “Why NASCAR is the Most Important Sport in America” Feb. 28, 2014
Nielsen report “Don’t Sleep on Weekends When Considering Radio Listening” Feb. 25, 2016
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CATEGORIES & PROSPECTS
o Simmons Market Research has reported that 40% of racing fans will switch brands
to buy NASCAR-linked products
o NASCAR fans are 80% more likely to own an ATV than the general public
o 42% of NASCAR fans own a video game system
o According to the Daytona Beach News-Journal, Ford’s research shows that 40% of
its new vehicle buyers are race fans, with 85% of those being fans of NASCAR
o 3.6 million people will attend a NASCAR race in the next 12 months.
o NASCAR fans are 13% more likely to purchase a computer in the next 12 months

Source: Brandongaille.com blog “52 Fantastic NASCAR Demographics” Jan. 17, 2015
Marketing News “The Fast Track to Loyalty” June 2014
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TRADITIONAL CATEGORIES


















Adult Beverages
All-Terrain Vehicles
Automotive Sales
Auto Parts Stores
Banking & Credit Cards
Casinos
Cell Phone Carriers
Farming & Heavy Equipment
Fast Food & Quick Service Restaurants
Gas Stations / Convenience Stores
Hardware & Home Improvement Stores
Insurance
Outdoor Sporting Equipment
Soda
Tire Stores
Trade Schools
Trailers & RV Dealers
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NON-TRADITIONAL CATEGORIES
• JEWELERS – Men buy the majority of products from jewelers

• FLORISTS – Men buy the majority of products from florists
• CREDIT UNIONS / FINANCE – Since 65% of NASCAR fans earn $40k+ a year,
they are most likely employed and qualify for loans…Since 37% fall in the 35-54
high earning years of one’s life they are great prospects for Financial Advisors
• VETS / PET GROOMING / DOGGIE DAYCARE – People love their pets and
NASCAR fans are no different.
• LAWN AND GARDEN – NASCAR is a “blue collar” sport, those folks are most
likely “do-it-yourselfers” and there’s great co-op programs
• ATTORNEYS – Personal injury, divorce, and DUI lawyers
• CABLE / SATELLITE TV PROVIDERS – With half of the Cup races on FS1 & NBCSN
these are a great prospect
• CONVENIENCE STORES – Pit stop tie-in
• INSURANCE – Automotive and accident tie-in
• AUTO-BODY / AUTO GLASS REPLACEMENT – Automotive and accident tie-in
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NATIONAL SPONSORS
2018 NASCAR OFFICIAL PARTNERS

MRN PARTNERS

3M
5.11 Tactical
Allegiant Air
AXALTA
Busch Beer
Chevrolet
Coca-Cola
Click n’ Close
Credit One Bank
Exide Batteries
FDP Friction Science
Featherlite Trailers
Ford Motor Company
Gander Outdoors
Goodyear
Growth Energy
Hotels for Hope
Ingersoll Rand
Jacob Companies
K&N Filters
Lilly Diabetes
Lixar

1000Bulbs.com
Advance Auto Parts
Auto Zone
Blue Emu
Choice Hotels
Consumer Energy
Firekeepers Casino
Florida Hospital
Ford Motor Company
Gatorade
GEICO
General Motors
Gold Bond
Grainger
Grasshopper
Hercules Tires
Hollywood Casino
INDEED.com
ICY HOT
Little Ceasars
Lowe’s
LTI Printing

M & M’s
Mack
Microsoft
Mobil 1
Monster Energy
Moog Steering & Suspension
NetJets
Peak
Pit Boss Grills
PNC Bank
Prevost
Safety-Kleen
Sugerlands Shine
Sunoco
Toyota
Universal Technical Institute
Visa
Whelen Engineering, Inc.
XFINITY
YETI

Miracle Grow
MoneyLion
Navy Federal Credit Union
O'Reilly Auto Parts
Outback Steakhouse
Overton’s
Peloton
Progressive Insurance
Rolaids
Sage Fruit
STP
Sunoco
Ticket Guardian
Toyota
Tracfone
Unisom
Wrangler
Welch’s
Zippo Lighters
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PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW
Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series (27 Events)
The most popular form of motorsports in the United States, MRN provides coverage for 27 of 40
events, starting February from the famous Daytona International Speedway to the season-ending
finale in November at Homestead-Miami Speedway in South Florida.
NASCAR XFINITY Series (21 Events)
Young, up-and-coming drivers gain experience racing against NASCAR Sprint Cup Series drivers on
the same speedways, and in the same cars. This series provides some of the most exciting
competitions anywhere.
NASCAR Gander Outdoors Truck Series (22 Events)
This series has established its reputation with hard-charging, rough and exciting action featuring fullsize trucks, NASCAR specifications, and young, enthusiastic drivers.
NASCAR LIVE
Devoted exclusively to NASCAR and hosted by Mike Bagley, this fast paced show Tuesday nights at
7:00 PM, allows listeners an opportunity to interact directly with the stars of NASCAR (52 weeks)
NASCAR TODAY & NASCAR TODAY MIDDAY
Two minute daily updates in middays and afternoons, hosted by Woody Cain and Kyle Rickey,
featuring the latest NASCAR news that is trending (52 weeks)
MONDAY MORNING RACE RECAP
A two minute review and highlights from the weekend’s NASCAR events with driver insight from the
winning teams (seasonal)
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NASCAR FOUR-WIDE QUARTERLY PACKAGE

… are teaming up with Motor Racing Network to be your EXCLUSIVE SOURCE for
NASCAR racing!
The season begins in February with DAYTONA SPEED WEEKS and the DAYTONA 500, continues through
to the playoffs for the Monster Energy NASCAR Cup, then culminates at Ford Championship weekend in
November. Also, as a sponsor, be involved with our NASCAR coverage during the week with NASCAR LIVE,
NASCAR USA, NASCAR TODAY, World of Racing … and our local racing show “Four Wide”. With this high
frequency, hyper-focused plan you can make your business part of America’s favorite form of auto racing by
tapping into the most loyal of all professional sports fans, NASCAR fans!

NASCAR FOUR WIDE PACKAGE INCLUDES: (limit 4)












Twelve (12) – thirty second (:30) commercials in each race broadcast
One Hour-long sponsorship each race weekly with six (6) ten second (:10) billboards
Rotating local sponsorship of NASCAR TODAY daily on … at 4:45pm
Rotating local sponsorship of World of Racing daily on … at 6:10am
4 thirty second (:30) commercials in “Four Wide” local racing show Sat at 8am on …
90 – thirty second (:30) commercials to air on (station 1)… Mon-Sat 6am -7pm
90 – thirty second (:30) commercials to air on (station 2)… Mon-Sat 6am-7pm
3 thirty second commercials weekly in NASCAR LIVE Tues 7pm-8pm on …
Company Logo & website link on our NASCAR schedule, news, and information web page
Sponsor mention included in four (4) weekly social media pushes
Included in eighty (80) sixty second (:60) recorded promotional announcements and forty
(40) “LIVE” promotional announcements each month

YOUR QUARTERLY INVESTMENT: $15,000
(billed in three equal monthly payments of $5,000)
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NASCAR LEGEND ANNUAL PACKAGE

…is teaming up with Motor Racing Network to be your
EXCLUSIVE SOURCE for NASCAR racing!
The season begins in February with DAYTONA SPEED WEEKS and the DAYTONA 500, continues through
to The Chase for the Monster Energy NASCAR Cup playoffs, then culminates at Ford Championship weekend
in November. Also, as a sponsor, be involved with our NASCAR coverage during the week with NASCAR
LIVE every Tuesday evening and our daily 2 minute NASCAR report, NASCAR TODAY. Make your business
part of America’s favorite form of auto racing!

NASCAR LEGEND PACKAGE INCLUDES: (limit 4)
• Four (4) – thirty second (:30) commercials in each race broadcast
• Weekly Hour -long sponsorship of Cup race coverage with six (6) ten second (:10) sponsor
billboards
• Rotating schedule of sponsorship of NASCAR TODAY daily at 4:45pm
• 120 – thirty second (:30) commercials each month to air Mon-Sat 6am -7pm
• Company Logo & website link on our NASCAR information web page
• Sponsor mention included in four (4) weekly social media pushes
• Included in forty (40) sixty second (:60) recorded promotional announcements and forty (40)
“LIVE” promotional announcements each month

YOUR MONTHLY INVESTMENT: $3,000
(billed February – January)
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NASCAR CHAMPION ANNUAL PACKAGE

…is teaming up with Motor Racing Network to be your
EXCLUSIVE SOURCE for NASCAR racing!
The season begins in February with DAYTONA SPEED WEEKS and the DAYTONA 500, continues through
to The Chase for the Monster Energy NASCAR Cup playoffs, then culminates at Ford Championship weekend
in November. Also, as a sponsor, be involved with our NASCAR coverage during the week with NASCAR
LIVE every Tuesday evening and our daily 2 minute NASCAR report, NASCAR TODAY. Make your business
part of America’s favorite form of auto racing!

NASCAR CHAMPION PACKAGE INCLUDES: (limit 6)
•
•
•
•
•

Three (3) thirty second (:30) commercials per race
One (1) thirty second (:30) commercial each week in NASCAR LIVE
80 – thirty second (:30) commercials each month to air Mon-Sat 6am -12 Midnight
Company Logo & Link on our NASCAR web page
Included in sponsor rotation of numerous sixty second (:60) recorded & “LIVE” promotional
announcements each month

YOUR MONTHLY INVESTMENT: $2,000
(billed February – January)
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NASCAR ROOKIE ANNUAL PACKAGE

…is teaming up with Motor Racing Network to be your
EXCLUSIVE SOURCE for NASCAR racing!
The season begins in February with DAYTONA SPEED WEEKS and the DAYTONA 500, continues through
to The Chase for the Monster Energy NASCAR Cup playoffs, then culminates at Ford Championship weekend
in November. Also, as a sponsor, be involved with our NASCAR coverage during the week with NASCAR
LIVE every Tuesday evening and our daily 2 minute NASCAR report, NASCAR TODAY. Make your business
part of America’s favorite form of auto racing!

NASCAR ROOKIE PACKAGE INCLUDES: (limit 8)
•
•
•
•

Two (2) – thirty second (:30) commercials in each race broadcast
40 – thirty second (:30) commercials each month to air Mon-Sat 6am – Midnight
Company Logo & Link on our NASCAR web page
Included in numerous “LIVE” promotional announcements each month

YOUR MONTHLY INVESTMENT: $1,000
(billed February – January)
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THANK YOU!

Thank You!
Your Name
Title
Contact Information HereYour Name
Title
Contact Information Here
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